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Executive summary

As concerns grow about climate change, more businesses  
are seeking to reduce their emissions and improve  
their resilience to weather events. 

Projects to decarbonise and improve resilience 
What was found was that renewables, in particular solar photovoltaic installations and batteries, were highly 
favoured by the resorts, as were measures to improve the energy efficiency of pumps and air-conditioning systems. 
Innovative projects were also explored such as technologies that turn glass to sand, contracting power supply 
with a renewable energy generator on the mainland and operating a solar powered ferry. The analysis revealed 
a number of immediate opportunities as well. These included developing programs to educate staff and raise 
awareness among visitors of how they can minimise their impact; and upgrades to lighting or waste management 
for which a return on investment could be achieved within two years. 

Understanding and addressing the challenges
Common challenges were also identified. For example, while the largest source of emissions is associated with 
transport to and from the islands, options to decarbonise in the short term are limited. Another challenge is the 
cost of installing and maintaining equipment which is higher than the cost incurred for the same work on the 
mainland. This is where the business cases offered insights: outlining the balance of costs and benefits to support 
the investment decisions of the resorts. The value of networking for the resort operators was also highlighted as a 
means of sharing knowledge to overcome challenges, learn about leading management practices and collaborate 
when planning for severe weather events.

Renewable energy solutions 
and innovative, high efficiency 
technologies provide an opportunity 
to drive emissions reductions,  
lower costs and enable businesses 
to manage their energy, water, 
waste and transport requirements.

The Decarbonising the resorts  
of the Great Barrier Reef islands 
program was funded by the 
Queensland Government as  
part of its wider $1.73 million 
election commitment to help the 
businesses and communities of  
the Great Barrier Reef transition  
to a low carbon future.

Between June and September 
2018, 25 resorts across 20 islands 
participated in the program.  
They ranged from open and 
operating, under redevelopment  
and closed, and included luxury, 
family-friendly and eco-styled 
resorts with very different features, 
local environments and access to 
the mainland.

Experts from energy and carbon 
consultancy, Energetics, and 
international sustainable tourism 
advisory firm, EarthCheck, worked 
with resort owners and managers 
to assess their performance across 
a range of sustainability indicators, 
identify project opportunities  
to reduce emissions and provide the 
financial insights needed to pursue 
their preferred project options.

The program found that if 

all 25 
resorts

implemented the 
decarbonisation 

options identified

they would collectively achieve

annual 
energy 
savings 

of approximately

carbon
savings 

of approximately
+ 18,500

tonnes
per year

$3.5
million
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Background

A vibrant, healthy Reef is a natural 
wonder, a unique ecosystem, a 
source of pride and a critical part 
of the Queensland and Australian 
economies; attracting visitors from 
around the world and supporting 
a large number of businesses and 
communities across the islands 
and coastline. The Queensland 
Government recognises the need 
to work with local businesses and 
communities, including resorts, to 
achieve the best outcomes for the 
Reef and its ecosystem.

The Queensland Department of Environment and 
Science commissioned the Decarbonising the 
resorts of the Great Barrier Reef islands program 
to reduce greenhouse emissions and increase the 
resilience of islands to climate change. From June 
to September 2018, 25 resorts across 20 islands 
participated in the program. Together the 25 resorts 
account for 170,000 tonnes of carbon emissions 
per year which is equivalent to 0.1 per cent of 
Queensland’s total emissions. 

The resorts that participated can be clustered into three geographic zones as shown in  
Figure 1: Tropical North Queensland; the Whitsundays and Central; and Southern Queensland.  
A regional view is helpful to understand the different challenges and opportunities. For example, 
cyclones are more likely in the Whitsundays than in regions further north or south. On the other 
hand Hamilton, Hayman and Long Islands1, being connected to the mainland for electricity 
supply, have an opportunity to decarbonise quickly with no capital outlays. They could do this by 
contracting with a renewable energy generator under a corporate power purchase agreement. 
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Finally, it is worth noting that the Decarbonising the resorts of the Great 
Barrier Reef islands program was designed to provide practical guidance and 
decision-making tools for individual resort owners and their management teams. 
However, a different approach was taken with Hamilton Island. Being far larger 
than other resorts and with a unique profile featuring a dedicated airport, four 
resorts, private accommodation and a number of retail and other businesses 
operating, Hamilton Island was more suited to a whole-of-island assessment  
of their sustainability and decarbonisation options.

1 Note that Long Island is currently closed.

Participating 
islands/resorts       

 1 Bedarra
 2 Camp
 3 Daydream
 4 Fitzroy
 5 Great Keppel (2)
 6 Green
 7 Haggerstone
 8 Hamilton (4) 
 9 Hayman
10 Heron
11 Hinchinbrook
12 Hook
13 Lady Elliott
14 Lindeman
15 Long (2)
16 Orpheus 
17 Pelorus
18 Pumpkin 
19 South Molle 
20 Wilson  

1

6
4

16

7

17
11

Tropical North Queensland
 2

 3
 9  12

 8
 14 19

 15

Whitsundays

18
5

10

13

20

Central/
Southern 
Queensland

  

Figure 1: Three regions: Tropical North Queensland, Whitsundays and Central; and Southern Queensland
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Assessing levels of sustainability 
and opportunities to improve
The Queensland Government engaged industry experts, Energetics and EarthCheck, 
to work with resort owners and operators to assess their level of sustainability, identify 
opportunities to improve and outline the financial considerations associated with 
projects. The program was made up of three distinct stages as described below. 

The first stage involved developing a profile of each resort’s approach to managing energy, water, waste, 
transport and resilience. Data was gathered and an audit conducted using online collection tools, phone 
interviews and where practicable, assessments were done onsite. In all, 25 resorts were interviewed and a 
majority (17 resorts across 12 islands) were visited. Once sufficient data was obtained, tailored sustainability 
audit reports were produced for each resort and for Hamilton Island Enterprises (including four resorts). 
EarthCheck also prepared a best practice guide for every participating resort addressing energy, water, 
waste, transport and resilience management, as well as providing technology profiles, financing options, 
information on offsets and the process of accreditation.

1. Solar
2. Solar and battery
3. Wind turbines
4. Tidal/wave generators
5. Biogas from wastewater
6. Fuel cells 
7. Biodiesel (cooking oil)
8. Gas to electric
9. Heat recovery (compost) 
10. 100% GreenPower™

11. Solar hot water

34. Reverse osmosis upgrade
35. Biodiesel plus solar
36. Corporate renewable power purchase agreement

12. Improved AC (All)
13. Heat reflective roof paint
14. Improved refrigeration
15. Hot water upgrades
16. Upgrading to LED lights
17. Central control system

18. VSDs on water pumps 
19. Increase water harvesting
20. Water recycle

21. Phase out  
 single use items
22. Reduce  
 packaging
23. Glass crusher
24. Composting
25. Guest  
 education
26. Staff education
27. Reduce shipping  
 of waste

28. On-island  
 vehicle  
 efficiency
29. EVs (land  
 and marine)
30. Active transport
31. Shuttle bus
32. Transport  
 management
33. Increase ferry  
 efficiency

Overall 33 project opportunities were found, with a further 3 options included for Hamilton Island (see Figure 2). 

Figure 2: Project options identified through the sustainability assessments

Options identified 
across resorts

Whole-of-island 
options

Where detailed operational data was available and an emissions baseline could be developed, the different 
decarbonisation projects were analysed to understand their value to the individual resorts. Each option was 
scored according to a weighting of the carbon savings potential, cost savings and simple payback. Other 
considerations such as capital cost and improvements in resilience were incorporated. In all, 13 resorts and 
Hamilton Island Enterprises each received a report with an options analysis. For those resorts that were either 
under redevelopment, closed or had limited data due to recent changes in ownership, tailored decarbonisation 
and resilience options could not be developed. To support future investment decisions, a number of case studies 
and best practice examples were created which included the majority of the decarbonisation project options. 

Once the resorts had reviewed their list of options and the supporting information, they nominated three 
projects for business case development. Hinchinbrook Island, which was not operating and therefore did 
not have an options analysis, received business cases for five project options as they were able to provide 
detailed specifications. In the case of Hamilton Island, for which the whole-of-island approach was taken, 
eight project options received business cases. 

The business cases allowed resort owners to estimate the financial and environmental impact of potential 
projects. Using a simple cost benefit analysis, the information provided included:

  Capital costs

  Carbon savings

  Annual savings

  Payback period (with and without a 50 per cent capital grant)

  Overall cost impact on operations compared to business as usual

  Potential employment opportunities through the estimation of full time equivalent roles

  Improvements in resilience that could be achieved with the proposed options

  Opportunities to access government programs, funds and schemes.

The focus on financial viability was largely associated with reduced energy costs, however other benefits 
were raised including lower labour costs and savings on bulk purchasing. Non-financial benefits were often 
considered by the resorts where options provided a unique point of difference for potential eco-tourists 
through the demonstration of industry leadership in sustainable tourism.

To help resorts understand any risks associated with a project, each option was assessed for its technical 
constraints, installation challenges and any possible delays. Financing costs that may be encountered 
when projects are tendered or delivered, which could lead to a variation in capital expenditure, were also 
considered. Resorts were informed of any higher maintenance costs, potential reductions in benefits or 
natural disaster impacts that could affect annual savings and the payback period. Together with highlighting 
the range of issues, the resorts were advised on ways to avoid the risks identified.

STAGE 2
Options for decarbonisation and improved resilience  
were identified and analysed

STAGE 1 Sustainability assessments STAGE 3 Business cases developed for selected opportunities

Decarbonisation

Hamilton Island

Energy efficiency

Water

Waste Transport
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Findings from the sustainability 
assessments

However, not only do the resorts differ from one another, the region in which they are located has distinct 
characteristics. For example, in considering transport requirements and low carbon options, Pumpkin Island is 
an eco-resort in the Central/Southern region that uses a ferry for guest transport, while Haggerstone Island in 
Tropical North Queensland is only accessible by a two-hour flight from Cairns.

Figure 3 presents the average emissions for each of the three regions of the reef. Also outlined is the average 
amount of water consumed per guest night and the average amount of waste produced, also by guest night. 

Off-island transport and mains-supplied electricity dominate carbon emissions largely because of the size and 
unique profile of Hamilton Island which has an airport, four resorts, and non-resort activities such as private 
accommodation, retail and commercial businesses. These features, together with the fact that the island is served by 
electricity supply from the mainland, made the case for a whole of island approach to assessing their sustainability. 

Hamilton Island’s size and diversity of operations also means that it accounts for more than 50% of total emissions 
across the participating resorts in the local area. It is worth noting that three Hamilton Island resorts (qualia, Beach 
Club Resort and Palm Bungalows) had combined emissions similar in size to other single resorts across the region, 
while the Reef View Hotel’s emissions were larger than average as it has some 380+ rooms.

Looking to the future, Hamilton Island will continue to have a larger emissions profile than its nearest neighbouring 
resorts, however it should be noted that larger islands and the mainland will have an even larger impact on the 
local environment than resort islands in general.

Resource efficiency

Figure 4: Emissions breakdown by source 

Figure 5: Emissions breakdown by source (excluding Hamilton and Hayman Island) 

 

Figure 3: Average resort emissions, waste and water profiles by region

The following sections describe sustainability performance across emissions, energy, water, waste and transport; 
using the data that was collected from the operating resorts. The findings on resilience are also discussed. 

Emissions for resorts not connected to mainland grid electricity supply 
Looking only at those resorts that generate their power on-island, we see in Figure 5 that diesel powered 
generation accounts for 36 per cent of the emissions for this group of resorts. Transport to and from the individual 
islands, referred to as ‘off-island emissions’ accounts for 41 per cent of total emissions. As aircraft are responsible 
for more greenhouse emissions than sea-borne transport, Lady Elliot Island and Haggerstone Resort are the 
biggest contributors to off-island emissions due to the need to fly in and out.

Carbon emissions

4% Electricity (diesel)

3% Waste (Fugitive)

1% LPG (cooking/hot water)
1% Diesel/ULP (mobile)

Off-island (est.)
64%

Electricity 
(mains)

17% Other sources
9%

9% Waste (Fugitive)

2% LPG (cooking/hot water)
1% Diesel/ULP (mobile)

Off-island (est.)
41%

Electricity 
(diesel)

36% Other sources
12%

There are considerable differences in emissions, water and  
waste per guest night across the resorts, reflecting the type  
(family, eco-tourism, luxury), method of transport to/from  
islands and progress towards resource efficiency. 

As seen in Figure 4, travel to/from the islands (either water or airborne 
transport) accounts for nearly 65 per cent of total emissions across 
the resorts participating in this program, including Hamilton. Electricity 
supplied from the mainland is the next largest source at 17 per cent.

Central/Southern
Queensland 14

Emissions on island (kg CO2-e/per guest night) 

Tropical North
Queensland 7

Whitsundays 17

Central/Southern
Queensland 8

Emissions off-island (kg CO2-e/per guest night) 

Tropical North
Queensland 5

Whitsundays 12

Central/Southern
Queensland 5

Waste (L/guest night)

Tropical North
Queensland 3

Whitsundays No regional data available

Central/Southern
Queensland 85

Water (L/guest night)

Tropical North
Queensland 74

Whitsundays 88
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Figure 6 shows that LPG and diesel are used across all resorts, although in some these fuels are for backup 
generation. Solar PV can be found in limited amounts on some resorts, while on others solar PV generation 
is significant and paired with batteries. As previously discussed, Hayman and Hamilton islands have access 
to mains electricity. Long Island resort is also mains connected but currently closed.

The amount of energy used per guest night is shown in Figure 72. The variability between the resorts is largely 
due to the differences in off-island transport arrangements. Where low average levels of energy usage are seen, 
transport off the island is managed by a third party and is therefore not attributable to the resort. On the high side  
of energy use, the resorts operate and are responsible for off-island transport. The middle group have either  
off-island transport provided by third parties or, if they operate their own transport, they have successfully  
reduced their energy consumption elsewhere in their operations. Typically, this is through the use of solar PV.

Findings

The sustainability assessments further revealed the following:

 The cost of electricity on the islands where generated onsite,  
is 30-50 per cent higher than the averages on the mainland  
for grid electricity

 Air-conditioning is a key driver of energy consumption

 There is a high level of interest in solar PV across the resorts 
and desire to implement with battery storage to reduce reliance  
on diesel generation

 Guest comfort was a high priority requiring air-conditioning 
during summer months regardless of greater energy costs.

2 Hamilton Island resorts are excluded here.

Energy generation and consumption

Figure 6: Energy mix of resorts and Hamilton Island

Figure 7: Energy usage per guest night and the influence of transport on the energy use profile
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Resorts use water in a number of ways. The sustainability assessments found that the most significant factor 
determining the level of water usage was whether a resort did its laundry off-site or not. The three resorts with  
the highest consumption have onsite laundries. 

The majority of waste is transported to the mainland for disposal, with the exception of some small-scale 
incineration of green/garden waste, cardboard and paper. There are resorts that reuse waste on islands. Examples 
include crushing glass for construction materials, food waste/compost for gardens and green waste used as mulch. 

Findings

The following observations were made around the management of waste and 
options to improve:

 All resorts were interested in reducing the volume of their waste generated as this 
would directly lower the costs of waste disposal and off-island transportation

 Waste shipped off-island is compacted or crushed by some resorts to reduce 
volume. Compaction was either formal, using compactors and bailors, or informal 
with concrete blocks pressed into skip bins

 Most resorts are working to reduce single use plastics and packaging 

 Some resort operators were interested in composting their food waste and 
learning how they could benefit from the container recycling scheme 

 Waste storage is an issue due to limited space and pest management. Resorts 
which refrigerated food waste reduced odour and were able to store for longer

 Legacy waste generated due to cyclone damage and retired equipment is 
expensive to remove and often remains on-island.

Findings

The following observations around water usage were made:

 Laundry is a major factor in water consumption when done on-island

 Use of rainwater is prohibitive on some islands due to the infrequency 
of rainfall and the need to treat rainwater captured on roofs which is 
contaminated by birds and other wildlife

 It is standard for properties to use grey and treated waste water 
for irrigation. Most properties are irrigating at night or early in the 
mornings

 The majority of sewage sludge (by volume) is shipped off island for 
disposal. It is transported as both wet and dry waste.

Water management Waste management

Water supply across the resorts ranges from desalination through 
to reverse osmosis, dams, rainwater, spring water and bores. 
Desalination is the most common source.

There are four main types: organic materials from food and gardens; 
construction waste materials; office waste and packaging waste which 
is typically plastic, wood, metal and cardboard. 

Figure 9: Waste generated per guest night across participating resorts

Figure 8: Water usage per guest night across participating resorts
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During the onsite sustainability assessments, two different categories of transport were observed; off island 
passenger/staff transport and on island passenger/staff transport. The majority of the resort islands use a 
passenger ferry to transport guests and staff on and off island. The exceptions being Hamilton, Lady Elliot 
and Haggerstone Islands which largely use aircraft. Some islands operate a combination of helicopters and 
small boat transfers.

Reducing emissions associated with transport is challenging. While advances are being made in aircraft, 
boats and ferries powered by biodiesel and/or solar, the costs are high. Offsetting transport-related emissions 
is the most likely option to reduce the emissions profile of the resorts, although incentives to lengthen the 
duration of a stay at the resort could be investigated. 

In the long term a combination of electric ferry options and availability of biodiesel will reduce marine 
transport emissions supported by mode shift and longer guest stays.

Resort locations are often exposed to cyclones, storm 
surges, floods, tsunamis and landslides which can have 
profound impacts such as damage to resort infrastructure, 
financial losses due to refunds, increased insurance 
costs and difficulties attracting guests based on the real 
and perceived damage to the reef. Inter-dependencies 
with other resorts, islands, third party operators and 
communities for energy and transport may be disrupted, 
resulting in the loss of revenue and even resort closures.

A resort’s resilience is largely determined by the amount 
of time that it can operate in ‘island mode’ without energy, 
water, food and waste services from the mainland. The 
sustainability assessments showed that the duration varied 
from resort to resort as seen in Figure 10. 

The variations in island mode duration are due to 
restrictions in fresh food resources, waste storage space 
and the number of people on the island. The two resorts 
with the greatest number of days as seen in Figure 10 are 
confident they can last three weeks in island mode due to 
their canned goods storage facilities.

Transport Resilience

Currently emissions associated with transport to and from an island 
dominate the emissions profile of the resorts.

Tourism is highly susceptible  
to severe weather events.

Findings

The following observations were made:

 The mode of transport is determined by number of passengers 
and location

 The ability to fly direct increases the likelihood that guests stay 
for a shorter period 

 Lady Elliot Island Eco Resort includes carbon offsets in the price 
of each flight

 Heron and Pumpkin Island Resorts run ferries only on certain 
days of the week which reduces the travel footprint and can 
increase length of stay.

Findings

Other observations included:

 Historically, resorts located in the far 
north and the far south of the Great 
Barrier Reef region have not been as 
affected by cyclones

 Some resorts have inadequate 
insurance cover due to increases in 
premiums and cannot reinsure for 
protection against income loss

 Not all older buildings on the islands 
are cyclone rated. Some are in high 
risk areas considering wind directions 
or high tide levels 

 The length of time islands can 
operate without supplies varied and 
was largely dependent on a resort’s 
access to fresh food and ability to 
dispose of waste 

 The resilience of the tourism sector is 
key for regional economic resilience. 
Where many resorts close, mainland 
operators are negatively impacted 

 Apart from severe weather events, 
chronic climate related trends such 
as coral bleaching, changes in rainfall 
patterns and higher temperatures 
are also occurring. For example, 
lower rainwater collection over 2018 
increased the need for desalination 
at many resorts, driving up energy 
consumption, costs and emissions.

Figure 10: Island mode duration (excluding Hamilton Island)3

3 Assumed that when island mode commenced there had been a recent delivery  
 of fuel and food.
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Project opportunities identified 
and challenges to address
Opportunities to reduce energy usage and emissions  
are largely found with renewable energy options 

Grid connected resorts have a unique opportunity. Over two-thirds of all electricity attributed to the resorts 
across this study is supplied from the mainland to Hamilton and Hayman Islands. With this access to the grid, 
a corporate power purchase agreement with a renewable energy generator on the mainland could immediately 
decarbonise electricity and may drive electricity cost savings. Also, while Hamilton Island has design restrictions 
that prevent solar panel installations, ways to overcome this barrier could be investigated. Onsite solar reduces 
peak demand and reliance on mains supply. There is also a significant opportunity for private accommodation to 
use solar. 

Resorts that generate their own energy are keen to pursue onsite solar but there are operational challenges to 
overcome. Opportunities range from solar PV and energy storage, used cooking oil as an inexpensive feedstock  
for biodiesel (to replace diesel), and LPG for backup generation as a lower carbon alternative to diesel generation. 

Building design improvements also deliver benefits. These measures range from the installation of shutters, 
more vegetation or painting exterior surfaces with a solar reflective paint which can lower internal temperatures 
and reduce the need for air-conditioning. For islands relying on diesel generation, onsite solar is attractive although 
there are challenges: too much shading, likely excessive bird droppings on panels, structural capacity of buildings 
not suited for solar panels and the need for permission to remove vegetation. However, there are opportunities for 
innovation with, for example, solar panels on water tanks or jetties. Several islands were interested in the potential 
of wind and tidal power although there are long payback periods. Solar thermal hot water generation was also 
raised, although the technology is perceived to be incompatible with desalinated water. Interestingly, other resorts 
have remedied this problem with increased water filtration requirements on the desalination units to meet system 
specifications. Such insights highlight the value of information sharing across the resorts. 

Better water management lowers energy consumption 

Levels of water consumption is a key driver of energy use due to the almost universal reliance on desalinated 
water. For resorts using solar or considering the installation of solar, best practice is to align desalination with solar 
PV generation or ensure it runs outside peak demand periods. Some resorts operate desalination at high tide when 
high salinity waste water can be easily dispersed. Opportunities to reduce water use range from simple procedural 
changes, to retrofitting old inefficient systems or installing new water efficient technologies. The two key options 
selected for business case development were the recycling of laundry wastewater and the installation of Variable 
Speed Drives on water pumps to improve energy efficiency. For most resorts, both options required a relatively 
small capital contribution and achieved a payback within five years. 

A wide range of waste management opportunities 

Around five litres of waste are generated per guest night which is equivalent to 1.5 kg of carbon emissions.  
Waste disposal varies from 1.5 litres to 12 litres per guest night. These differences can be explained by factors 
such as amount of compaction/crushing to avoid or reduce transport, and procurement policies such as plastic 
water bottle bans and guests taking rubbish with them off island. 

Opportunities for savings are driven by reducing waste volume, not weight, so composting/digesting of food waste 
or compaction/crushing of glass and cardboard have been implemented or planned for many islands.

All resorts were encouraged to consider phasing out single use plastics such as toiletries, water bottles, bags 
for waste bins, coffee cups and sachets (sugar, salt and pepper). Refillable or bulk containers should be used 
where possible. Onsite water carbonation avoids the waste, transport, storage and costs associated with bottled 
sparkling water and growing fruit, vegetables and herbs can be explored. When building work is undertaken, local 
and recycled materials should be used where possible such as sand, produced from glass crushing, for concrete. 
When waste is incinerated to reduce transport requirements, waste-to-energy technologies could be considered, 
particularly for heating water.

Food digesters were independently suggested by a number of resorts, with benefits including less labour required 
for disposal as well as reduced odour and pest problems. 

Transport responsible for the bulk of emissions,  
but difficult to identify emissions reduction opportunities  

Although off-island transport emissions are the largest source of emissions across the resorts, few opportunities 
were found to progress emissions reduction projects to business case development. This is because off-island 
transport facilities are largely owned and operated by third party providers. While limited, the following opportunities 
were identified:  

  Providing tourists (and transport operators) an option to purchase local carbon offsets

  Investigating incentives to increase the duration of stay and lower the number of guest transfers

  Supporting construction of jetties to allow larger, more efficient vessels to dock

  Engaging with transport providers to assess demand for biofuels across regions and approach  
  potential suppliers

  Assess electric ferry options and consider how they complement an island or resort’s energy requirements  
  if, for example, batteries on ferries are used to support overnight electricity demand. 

Some environmentally focused resorts are considering options such as solar electric ferries, despite the longer  
pay back periods.
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Resilience challenges largely relate to cyclones  
and obtaining insurance  

The changing climate may see the area impacted by cyclones shift, as well as the frequency and severity increase. 
While resilience has improved with better building standards, planning and communication, the risks must be 
addressed. Insurance premiums in some cases trebled after recent cyclones. This has reduced the ability to obtain 
insurance or in some cases prevented any option to renew. Overall, as resorts are increasingly exposed to higher 
insurance premiums or are required to self-insure, their ability to invest and borrow decreases. There are strategies 
that can be employed to minimise impacts such as using diversion paths to direct water flow towards the ocean and 
dune stabilising plants to protect from erosion. 

Self-sufficiency

Although there are now better building standards and improved planning and communication links, self-sufficiency 
is only possible for a limited time. Generally, if guests are present, an island would require at least a weekly supply 
of food. In the medium-term (up to one month) waste storage would become a limiting factor if guests remain. 
In the longer-term (more than one month) energy supply would be impacted if quarterly fuel deliveries were not 
available to support onsite electricity generation or if the connection to the mainland is disrupted. Solar has the 
potential to extend the period of ‘island mode’ energy self-sufficiency.

Regardless of the availability fuel, continuous electricity supply is needed for communication, refrigeration and 
potable water (desalination, treatment and/or pumps).

Overall, resorts could improve the length of time they can be self-sufficient by increasing their production of fresh 
food; ensuring more storage for non-perishables, water or waste; reducing water consumption or off-island waste 
disposal; increasing back up fuel supply or diversifying with renewable generation of electricity. 
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Option  
type

Options put forward for  
business case development

Combined  
annual est.  

carbon savings 
(tCO2-e)

Combined  
annual est.  

cost savings
($’000)

Avg. simple 
payback  

estimate range 
(years)

Avg. resilience 
rating

1 = below average
2= average

3= above average

Waste

Water

Transport

Energy 
efficiency

Decarbon- 
isation

 

 Rooftop solar 7530 1,681 6 - 10 ●●

 Solar and battery 1153 483 10+ ●●

 Vertical wind turbines 10676 2,442 10+ ●●

 Tidal/wave generators 3 1 6 - 10 ●●

 Biodiesel from cooking oil 1571 539 10+ ●●

 100% purchase of GreenPower™ 19891 2,411 NA ●

 Solar hot water for guests  
 (showers) or pool heating 71 92 10+ ●●

 Improved refrigeration (All) 1265 425 10+ ●●

 VSDs on water pumps  
 which have high usage 846 301 10+ ●●

 Improved AC (All) 1249 430 10+ ●●

 Hot water upgrades 191 77 10+ ●●

 Building management/  
 Central control system 142 55 3 - 5 ●●

 Electric Vehicles 132 345 10+ ●●

 Solar electric hybrid ferry  10 6 10+ ●●

 Electric tour boat 33 15 6 - 10 ●●

 Increase water harvesting  185 58 10+ ●●

 Reverse osmosis 1752 810 3 - 5 ●●●

 Water recycle 336 127 10+ ●●

 Glass crusher 70 34 10+ ●●

 Reduce shipping of waste 722 111 0 - 2 ●●

 Sewerage treatment plant upgrade 187 68 10+ ●●●

 Food waste processor 30 57 3 - 5 ●●

How do the project options stack up? 
Insights from the business cases

Table 1 summarises the options selected. Each was scored based on a weighting of its carbon savings,  
cost savings and simple payback. Other considerations such as capital cost and improvements in resilience  
were incorporated to present the leading option in each category. 

Some resorts considered the unique selling proposition that could be created with a particular project, for example 
to eco-tourists through the demonstration of leadership in sustainable tourism. Other benefits were lower labour 
costs associated with more efficient waste disposal and saving on bulk purchasing by reducing single use plastics. 
The focus however was largely on financial viability and energy cost reductions. 

Energy decarbonisation and efficiency options were selected for the majority of business cases. This being due  
to the dominance of electricity as the largest source of on island emissions and the major driver of energy costs.  
Solar PV generation technologies were the most attractive options, while the replacement of diesel generation  
with onsite solar, in many cases complemented by battery storage, was the next largest opportunity selected.  
A key factor in specifying the amount of solar and battery capacity was so resorts could eliminate diesel generation 
during the daytime and use backup only when solar production does not meet the demand for power. 

Food digesters were suggested by a number of resorts. A non-financial benefit from a food waste digester is the 
reduction in labour associated with disposal, as well as less odour and pest problems. For improvements to water 
management the two key options selected were recycling of laundry wastewater on Heron Island and upgrades to 
the reverse osmosis plant on Hamilton Island (combined with solar generation) which provide significant savings. 
For transport opportunities, while limited, one resort opted to investigate a solar electric ferry citing the opportunity 
to demonstrate leadership in eco-tourism.

Hamilton Island took eight options to business case, with an estimated annual energy saving of over $2 million  
and annual carbon savings of over 15,000 tonnes. 

Just over half of the projects have a payback under 10 years and can reduce total carbon emissions by five to  
15 per cent per year and in some cases by almost half. Resorts can reduce business-as-usual energy costs by  
up to 30 per cent per year and in some cases much higher.

For participating resorts which were either under redevelopment, closed or had limited data due to recent changes 
in ownership, tailored decarbonisation and resilience options could not be presented and prioritised. To support 
future investment decisions, case studies and best practice examples were created which included the majority  
of the decarbonisation options analysed (see Appendix A).

Seventeen resorts were in a position to take their three preferred options to  
business case development. The business cases describe the chosen options  
in detail, present the risks to implementation, contribution to employment and  
the impact on business-as-usual costs and emissions.

Table 1: Options selected for business case development

If the individual resorts and Hamilton Island were to implement 
all the options taken to business case development, 

they would collectively achieve

 they would collectively achieve annual energy savings of approxi-
mately $3.5 million and annual carbon savings of more than 18,500 

tonnes.

annual 
energy 
savings 

of approximately

carbon
savings 

of approximately
+ 18,500

tonnes
per year

$3.5
million
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Quick wins
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Investigate vegetation management 
arrangements and innovative solar 
solutions that adhere to vegetation 
protection legislation and revisit 
the Building Design Guidelines on 
Hamilton Island to incorporate solar.

Upgrade to LED lights from 
fluorescent lights (or others currently 
used). Payback within two years.

Pursue simple improvements such  
as ensuring fridges and freezers are 
not exposed to the sun and old seals 
are replaced. 

Energy

Provide incentives to guests who 
stay for longer, such as bar vouchers, 
money off their stay or reduced or 
free transfers. Also investigate carbon 
offset opportunities for visitors.

Review transfer schedules and 
passenger capacities to ensure 
greater efficiency (smaller vessels for 
fewer guests or reducing the number 
of transfers per day/week).

Transport

Recycle and reuse waste water around 
the resort. Laundries (commercial 
or small scale), flushing toilets, 
dishwashers can achieve a payback 
within 0-2 years.

Provide incentives such as bar vouchers 
or discounts on accommodation costs 
to guests who choose not to have their 
sheets or towels changed over certain 
periods of time.

Water Review current evacuation procedures 
and ensure all staff are trained and 
aware of their responsibilities. 

Open a dialogue with insurance 
companies and negotiate actions  
that could reduce premiums or gain  
a higher level of coverage.

Resilience

Invest in glass crushers and reuse the glass within 
construction or for landscaping to reduce the volume  
of waste shipped off-island. Payback within two years.

Ban single use plastics such as straws, cups,  
takeaway containers and cutlery within the resort.  
Provide compostable alternatives if necessary. 

Waste
Provide education to staff on energy, water, waste 
and transport efficiency measures and encourage 
sustainable practices in the workplace. Guest induction 
sessions or property sustainability tours can also be 
effective. This also provides the opportunity for staff 
and guests to take this information home to share 
with friends and family, which encourages grass roots 
education in sustainability. 

Establish a sustainability team or champion at the 
resort to encourage knowledge sharing between all  
staff and identify opportunities for efficiencies.

Overall
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Recommendations

Decarbonise 
electricity with 
onsite renewables

Offset transport to/
from the islands

Support information 
sharing between 
islands and 
programs to raise 
public awareness 
of efforts to improve 
sustainability

ACTIONS:
> Investigate battery storage to 

support onsite solar by meeting 
peak and overnight electricity 
demand.

> If grid connected, investigate 
the benefits of a renewable 
power purchase agreement 
by identifying potential buying 
group partners and suppliers, 
and understanding current 
electricity load, demand profile, 
seasonal requirements and 
costs.

ACTIONS:
> Review and improve current 

evacuation practices and 
procedures across the resorts.

> Collaborate with local 
government around the 
coordination of a disaster 
response.

ACTIONS:
> Resorts and travel operators 

should consider providing an 
option to purchase local or 
state-based carbon offsets  
(or other carbon offsets if  
local offsets are not available).

> Explore ways to increase the 
duration of stay and lower the 
number of guest transfers.

> Assess opportunities to 
develop and pilot solar electric 
ferry technologies in view 
of a resort’s requirements. 
Such ferries may also serve 
as battery storage to support 
onsite renewables.

> Engage with transport and 
biofuel providers to investigate 
supply and demand for biofuels

> Explore the use of low carbon 
biofuels in local aviation 
following the trial at Brisbane 
Airport in partnership with 
Virgin and Gevo4.

ACTIONS:
> Review renewal and 

replacement plans to go 
beyond minimum building  
code standards and account 
for climate projections.

> Some resorts may be able 
to pursue opportunities to 
use accommodation that is 
relatively easy to disassemble 
in the event of a cyclone.  
Such structures can have their 
own appeal, such as those 
used for glamping.

ACTIONS:
> Develop a community of 

practice to share knowledge 
and encourage collaboration. 
Immediate issues benefiting from 
the insights of other operators 
include using desalinated water 
with solar hot water systems.

> Develop best practice  
guidelines for managing energy, 
water, waste, transport and 
improving resilience. 

> Promote examples of innovation 
to other resort operators to 
assist with implementation. 

> Communicate sustainability 
benefits to the marketplace  
to enhance the attractiveness  
of resorts.

> Seek sustainable tourism 
accreditation similar to  
Pumpkin Island, Lady Elliot 
Island, Bedarra Island and  
Palm Bay resorts.

ACTIONS:
> Improve resort island resilience 

and adopt enhancements to 
minimise damage in the event 
of severe weather. 

> Take a more proactive or 
collaborative approach in 
discussions with insurers, 
owners and residents to 
identify issues to be addressed 
and increase preparedness.

> Collaborate with other resorts 
to enhance local disaster 
management capability. 

4 http://statements.qld.gov.au/Statement/2017/10/3/brisbane-airport-to-be-world-leader-for-biojet-fuel

Increase 
coordination 
of evacuation 
procedures  
across islands

Consider design 
features that 
increase resilience 

Pursue 
enhancements 
to buildings and 
infrastructure that 
can improve access 
to insurance

http://statements.qld.gov.au/Statement/2017/10/3/brisbane-airport-to-be-world-leader-for-biojet-fuel
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APPENDIX A:

For participating resorts which were either under redevelopment, closed or had limited data due to recent changes 
in ownership, tailored decarbonisation and resilience options could not be presented and prioritised. To support 
future investment decisions, case studies and best practice examples were created which included the majority  
of the decarbonisation options analysed.
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About Energetics 
Energetics is a specialist energy and carbon management consultancy. Our experts help clients to 

• Be leaders. Develop and implement strategy 

• Be informed. Make data-driven decisions 

• Be efficient. Drive business improvement and realise savings 

• Buy better. Leverage energy supply and carbon markets 

Copyright 
© 2019 Energetics. All rights reserved. 

"Energetics" refers to Energetics Pty Ltd and any related entities. 

This report is protected under the copyright laws of Australia and other countries as an unpublished work. This report 
contains information that is proprietary and confidential to Energetics and subject to applicable Federal or State Freedom of 
Information legislation. The information contained in this report shall not be disclosed outside the recipient's company; or 
duplicated; or used or disclosed in whole or in part by the recipient for any purpose other than for which the report was 
commissioned. Any other use or disclosure in whole or in part of this information without the express written permission of 
Energetics is strictly prohibited. 

Disclaimer 
The information contained in this document is of a general nature only and does not constitute personal financial product 
advice. In preparing the advice no account was taken of the objectives, financial situation or needs of any particular person. 
Energetics Pty Ltd is authorised to provide financial product advice on derivatives, carbon units, Australian carbon credit 
units and eligible international emissions units to wholesale clients under the Corporations Act 2001 AFSL (Australian 
Financial Services License) No: 329935. In providing information and advice to you, we rely on the accuracy of information 
provided by you and your company. Therefore, before making any decision, readers should seek professional advice from 
a professional adviser to help you consider the appropriateness of the advice with regard to your particular objectives, 
financial situation and needs. 
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Example business cases 

Option 1A – Small scale solar (off-grid) 

Specification 20 kW solar (roof mounted) 

Est. annual energy savings 8,000L diesel 

Est. annual emissions reduction 21 tCO2-e (displacing diesel generation) 

Est. capital expenditure  $80,000 

Est. annual savings (excluding O&M)  $9,000 

Est. simple payback (including renewable 
certificates only) 

8.9 years 

Est. simple payback (including 50% grant)  4.5 years 
 

Option 1B – Medium scale solar & battery (off-grid) 

Specification 80 kW solar (roof mounted) 
160 kWh Li-ion battery 

Est. annual energy savings 32,000 L diesel 

Est. annual emissions reduction 87 tCO2-e (displacing diesel generation) 

Est. capital expenditure  $660,000 

Est. annual savings (excluding O&M)  $39,500 

Est. simple payback (including renewable 
certificates only) 

17 years 

Est. simple payback (including 50% grant)  8.5 years 
 

Option 1C – Large scale solar (grid connected) 

Specification 200 kW solar (roof mounted) 

Est. annual energy savings 350,000 kWh 

Est. annual emissions reduction 237 tCO2-e (displacing mainland electricity) 

Est. capital expenditure  $740,000 

Est. annual savings (excluding O&M)  $72,000 

Est. simple payback (including renewable 
certificates only) 

10.3 years 

Est. simple payback (including 50% grant)  5.2 years 
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Option 2 – Upgrading hot water systems 

Specification Upgrade from 4-star to 7-star energy rating 

Est. annual energy savings 27,000 L diesel 

Est. annual emissions reduction 74 tCO2-e (displacing diesel generation) 

Est. capital expenditure  $87,500 (25 x 160L systems) 

Est. annual savings (excluding O&M)  $33,500 

Est. simple payback 2.6 years 

Est. simple payback (including 50% grant)  1.3 years 
 

Option 3 – Install VSDs on high use pumps 

Specification Install VSDs on high use pumps 

Est. annual energy savings 10,000 L 

Est. annual emissions reduction 28 tCO2-e (displacing diesel generation) 

Est. capital expenditure  $50,000 (based on 5 pumps) 

Est. annual savings (excluding O&M)  $13,000 

Est. simple payback 3.8 years 

Est. simple payback (including 50% grant)  1.8 years 
 

Option 4 – Medium scale commercial organic waste composting unit 

Specification 100kg/140L of food waste put in digester per 
day 

Est. annual energy savings NA - onsite energy offset by less waste 
transport 

Est. annual emissions reduction 23 tCO2-e (0.63 kgCO2-e per kg of food waste) 

Est. capital expenditure  $80,000 (100kg capacity) 

Est. annual savings (excluding O&M)  $16,000 (avoided waste transport and storage) 

Est. simple payback 5 years 

Est. simple payback (including 50% grant)  2.5 years 
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Option 5 – Electric Vehicles (EVs) 

Specification 1 x 4WD staff buggy and 1 x electric outboards 

Est. annual energy savings 1,000 L petrol 

Est. annual emissions reduction 3 tCO2-e 

Est. capital expenditure  $36,000 (based on replacement cost) 

Est. annual savings (excluding O&M)  $1,200 

Est. simple payback 30 years 

Est. simple payback (including 50% grant)  15 years 
 

Option descriptions 

Option 1A – Small scale solar (off-grid) 

For off grid resort islands without solar installed, it is suggested that 20kW be installed to assist in 
reducing diesel generation. This should be able to be roof mounted if there is at least 200 square 
metres of north-facing unshaded roof space available. Although batteries could assist in reducing 
peak demand they are not recommended until solar generation is expected to exceed average 
daytime demand and require excess supply to be stored. An example would be for a resort with an 
average 30kW demand. This could eliminate up to 25% of diesel generation. 

Option 1B – Medium scale solar & battery (off-grid) 

Resorts that have solar or morning or evening peak demand loads (e.g. air conditioning, hot water 
and cooking) may wish to install a larger solar array with batteries. The system size would need to 
be configured to exceed daytime. An example would be to use an 80kW solar array for 50kW of 
average daytime demand to enable storage of up to 160kWh to offset the majority of evening 
loads. 

Option 1C – Large scale solar (grid connected) 

Some resorts have connection to the mainland electricity supply, but an opportunity exists to 
reduce exposure to outages and price escalation. The system size would need to be configured 
based on available roof space but a 200kW roof mounted solar system would be suitable for large 
resorts with over 500kW of baseload demand. Although batteries could reduce peak demand they 
are not recommended if the resort has enough daytime demand to absorb generation. 

Option 2 – Upgrading hot water systems 

Hot water systems are a major driver of energy demand. While solar hot water has potential, 
priority should be given to solar panels for electricity generation. As an alternative, an upgrade 
from a 4- star to 7-star energy rating system could achieve a 25% energy saving on average. 

Option 3 – Install VSDs on high use pumps 

On average pumping consumes approximately 10% of energy use on resort islands. Assuming 
that the resort has a storage tank with by-pass or throttling control; the potential energy savings by 
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installing VSDs on these pumps could be approximately 30% of pump energy consumption if the 
flow of the pump is reduced by 11%1. 

Option 4 – Medium scale commercial organic waste composting unit 

Food waste can be difficult to store and contribute to greenhouse gas emissions when sent to 
landfill. An organic waste composting unit can be installed to transform this material to liquid waste 
and sent into wastewater to avoid emissions associated with transport and disposal. 

Option 5 – Electric Vehicles (EVs) 

Electric buggies or quad bikes can be used for transport of staff, luggage and laundry. This should 
be relatively easy to implement given the limited range and operating hours of these vehicles on 
island, but payback will be lower due to limited use. Additional savings could also be made if 
electric outboard systems were purchased to replace conventional 2-stroke petrol outboard 
normally in use. 

Estimated employment contribution 

It is estimated that there will be a number of FTE jobs per month supported per $100,000 of capital 
expenditure. This relates to design and implementation but excludes additional operation and 
maintenance activities. The relevant estimates are provided below: 

• EVs: ~0.05 FTE jobs per month (per $100,000 of capital expenditure) 
• VSDs and composting: ~0.2 FTE jobs per month (per $100,000 of capital expenditure) 
• Rooftop solar (and battery): ~0.6 FTE jobs per month (per $100,000 of capital expenditure) 
• Upgrading hot water: ~0.8 FTE jobs per month (per $100,000 of capital expenditure) 

These estimates increase with the amount of design and installation required. Generally, all 
options have a high proportion of plant and equipment which is mainly imported or only assembled 
locally. 

Potential benefits to business operation 

It is difficult to estimate the impact of these options for individual resorts. Based on average energy 
island profiles, decarbonisation of energy provides the clearest benefit. For example, every 1kW of 
solar installed could provide the following annual benefits by displacing diesel generation: 

• Produce approximately 1.5MWh of electricity 
• Reduce 400 L of diesel used in generation (or approximately $500 of energy costs) 
• Avoid 1.1 tCO2-e of greenhouse gas emissions 

 

A combination of decarbonisation options across resorts indicate 20% to 40% reductions in annual 
energy costs and 15% to 30% reduction in emissions are achievable.  These options are also 
expected to provide further resilience via reducing reliance on mainland energy supply and the 

                                                      
1 Calculated from the affinity (pumping) laws 
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associated risk of fuel shipments in the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park. Non-financial benefits 
could also be considered if options provide a unique selling proposition to potential eco-tourists 
through becoming an industry leader in clean technology innovation. Other financial benefits 
related to reduced sensitivity to increases in energy or carbon prices. 

Where resorts are considering a greenfield development there will be additional flexibility for 
incorporation of these options in design. For example, structures can be designed to incorporate 
solar panels, lighting plans can be based on LEDs and ventilation optimised to limit air 
conditioning. 

Where building design is being upgraded for energy efficiency it is possible that the additional cost 
of retrofits such as insulated panels, upgrades or automation of electrical systems, redesign of 
lighting and changes to ventilation may combine to outweigh the ‘salvage value’ of an existing 
building. It is also important to ensure upgrades improve resilience against cyclones, including: 

• roof replacement or upgrade to roof tie-down using an external over-batten system 
• replacement of doors and frames 
• window protection including cyclone shutters or screens 
• tie downs of other external structures (such as powerhouses, shade structures and sheds) 
• replacement of external hollow core doors with solid core external grade doors. 

Finally, before commencing work it may also be worth understanding how upgrades could provide 
a reduction in insurance premiums and incorporate these costs savings into project evaluation.  

Consideration of risks 

Technical constraints, implementation issues, delays or higher finance costs may be encountered 
when projects are tendered or delivered, this may result in a variation in capital expenditure2. 
Additionally, higher maintenance costs or natural disaster impacts can affect associated payback. 
Table 1 provides an overview by options identified against each risk. 

 

 

 

                                                      
2 This business case provides cost estimates (inclusive of GST) determined through a mixture of research and consultation 

with suppliers based on specified scale. All cost estimates are therefore subject to change to tailor for individual resort 

circumstances. The expected uplift in capital expenditure related to higher transport and labour costs (relative to 

Queensland averages) has been incorporated to account for barge transport and on island accommodation for workers 

who cannot use daily transfers. These costs affect Great Barrier Reef resort estimates of capital expenditure by 2 to 2.5 

times mainland averages.  
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Table 1. Risk matrix 

Risks Solar (and 
battery) 

Upgrading 
hot water 
systems 

Install VSDs Organic 
waste 

composting 

Electric 
vehicles 

(EVs) 

Technical 
constraints  
 

Added 
complexity to 
site electrical 
system  
 

No significant 
technical risks. 
 

Added 
complexity 
with 
additional 
wiring 
required. 

Some 
systems will 
require 
biosolids to 
be sent to 
sewage 
treatment 

Battery 
range may 
not be 
sufficient 
for 
operating 
hours 
required. 
 

Implementation 
issues and 
delays in 
delivery  
 

Land 
requirements 
of a 40ft 
shipping 
container for 
1MWh of 
battery 
storage. 

Increased salt 
corrosion may 
reduce 
expected life. 

Involves 
planning of 
pumping 
requirements 
to maximise 
benefits. 

Most 
systems are 
bulky and 
require 
water and 
electricity 
connection 
requiring 
specialist 
assistance. 

If vehicles 
are well 
utilised this 
may require 
careful 
planning of 
charging to 
ensure 
availability. 

Higher finance 
and/or higher 
maintenance 
costs 

Relatively 
high upfront 
cost. If 
financing is 
secured 
against 
equipment 
the interest 
rates can be 
higher. 

Increased 
maintenance 
cost due to 
corrosion 
prevention 
(such as 
applying 
marine grade, 
rust prevention 
paint). 

Increased 
maintenance 
costs due to 
additional 
equipment 
on island. 
Possibly 
requiring 
specialist 
technicians 
for service. 

The systems 
require daily 
cleaning and 
weekly 
monitoring to 
remove 
debris. 

The 
payback 
period may 
exceed 
battery 
warranty 
period. 
Costs for 
repairs 
could be 
more 
expensive. 

Natural 
disaster 
impacts 

Damage 
caused to 
the solar 
and/or 
battery 
system that 
restricts or 
excludes the 
use of the 
system. 

External units, 
that are not 
properly 
installed, could 
come loose 
during cyclone 
events. 

No additional 
risk to 
natural 
disaster if 
units 
installed in 
cyclone 
rated 
structures. 

Temporary 
closure of 
kitchens of 
power 
shortages 
will impact 
system 
operation. 

Damage or 
destruction 
of the EVs 
causing the 
need to 
replace. 
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Finance 

To ensure that projects provide a commercial return and achieve payback, there are a number of 
financing opportunities available that can be pursued and are aligned to decarbonisation. These 
range from upfront capital grants, low interest loans and programs that provide an annual income. 

Great Barrier Reef Island Resort Rejuvenation Program 

The Great Barrier Reef Island Resort Rejuvenation Program offered a minimum funding amount of 
$500,000 but resorts were able to submit an application including a number of ‘greening’ projects 
or combine with ‘growing’ and ‘cleaning’ projects. Applicants received up to 50% reimbursement of 
costs for eligible and approved activities. Eligible ‘greening’ activities include renewable energy, 
improved water and waste infrastructure, conservation and environmental protection against 
weather events. Applications closed on 1 October 2018. For updated information on this Program, 
please refer to publications provided by the Queensland Government. 

Clean Energy Finance Corporation (CEFC) Financing 

The CEFC is working with the major financiers to support businesses reduce their energy 
consumption. These programs offer discounted financing rates for renewable energy and energy 
efficient improvements as well as electric and low emission vehicles. Examples are provided 
below: 

• Commonwealth Bank Energy Efficient Equipment Finance; 
• NAB Energy Efficient Bonus; 
• Westpac Energy Efficient Financing Program; 
• ANZ Energy Efficient Asset Finance Program; 

The CEFC also has a dedicated Reef Funding Program targeting clean energy projects in the Reef 
catchment area www.cefc.com.au/where-we-invest/reef-funding-program/. 
 

Large-Scale Renewable Energy Target (LRET) and Small-Scale Renewable Energy 
Scheme (SRES) 

Installation of renewables that are compliant with LRET or SRES create certificates which can be 
sold to subsidise the capital cost or surrendered to claim the emissions abatement. It is noted that 
by claiming this incentive the decarbonisation benefits will be transferred to the purchaser. 

Although the Federal Renewable Energy Target (RET) will end in 2020, the certificates will still be 
traded until 2030. Small-Scale Technology Certificates are currently trading at $36 per certificate 
and Large-Scale Generation Certificates at $77 per certificate but likely to decline below $30 over 
the next decade. These incentives have been factored into this pre-feasibility business case. For 
further information, please refer to the relevant websites for how LRET and SRES operate. 

http://www.cefc.com.au/where-we-invest/reef-funding-program/
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